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‘Contained Conflict’
Driscoll Babcock
Visitors to this intense, psychologically
charged group exhibition were greeted
by 10 ceramic male figures standing at
attention on rusted metal plinths. The
somewhat baffled-looking young men,
created by Israeli artist Varda Yatom,
were modeled on wedding cake figurines. Several are wrapped loosely in
wire, suggesting the tension young Israeli men experience embarking on domestic life and anticipating military
engagement.
Hanging elsewhere in the gallery was
an untitled oil-and-encaustic abstraction
by Ross Bleckner from 1981, consisting
of horizontal black lines that nearly
obliterate the white sections behind
them; it’s a particularly handsome yet
fraught image.
Embodying the theme of poetry
within strife is Harriet Bart’s suite of 10
drawings from a set of 160. Each fourby-four-inch “portrait” was created from
the wispy black remnants of candle
smoke, and each bears the name of a
worker lost in the 1911 New York City
fire at the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory,
one of the deadliest industrial disasters
in U.S. history.
Pieter Hugo’s pair of large C-prints
from 2009–10 showing electronic-wastefilled slums in Ghana is especially affecting. Arguably, however, the most
unsettlingly lovely of the
works on view were two inkjet photographs by Wafaa Bilal.
Taken from the artist’s “Ashes
Series,” the dimly lit images
depict meticulously detailed
dioramic models of locations
from the Iraq War. The artist
removed the individuals from
the original photographs and
replaced them with 21 grams
of cremated human remains.
A few of the other artists in
this moving exhibition were
Doug Argue, Paulo Laport,
Bahar Behbahani, Margaret
Bowland, Marylyn Dintenfass,
and Robert Longo.
Each of the artists here
mined recent history to discover powerful moments of
quiet beauty within situations
of stress and strife.
—Doug McClemont
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